
 

Avicenna Medical Practice 

Practice Health Champions/PPG Meeting 

Date: 11.09.19 

 

Minutes. 

 

Attendee’s dr Rehman , jackie, ct, dh, pf, mv, zp, hg, 

Introduction and thankyou  

Dr Rehman gave feedback from last meeting on henery and cqc and how they rate the surgery 

patients are happy with the new rating and shocked that we originally got poor. ct said the team at 

Avicenna are very good and would like to become one of our volunteers , jackie will sit with caroline 

and get the application forms sorted , 

 

Name changed  

We now have a new name friends of Avicenna  

Coffee mornings  

Dh happy with the coffee mornings and is willing to help out with these again for jackie to sort 

application form process . patients have asked if we can hold our coffee mornings in health 

education room jackie to book this … 

 

 

 

Fund raising  

Charity stall to raise funds for Avicenna patients to my new toys for waiting area , and books for 

patients to enjoy . dry Rehman reminded patient to not hesitate we will look at all ideas.  

As well as other groups , ct wanted to know if we could set up a disabilty group for people with 

special needs to come together ? 

 

 



 

 

Diabetic drop in sessions  

Dr Rehman will be doing a drop in session on Monday 16.09.19  he will be doing 2 talks between 9 

and 12 all diabetic patients of Avicenna can come and take advice and ask questions. We will also be 

offering health checks . 

Womens only sessions 

Will start in October on a Saturday , these will be run by our women clinical team , will will be 

offering cervical screening ( smears ) and advice on other women issues . 

We will be running some men only sessions dates to be confirmed once jackie as spoken to Richard 

who will lead this . 

 

 

Flu vaccinations  

Why are people attending more so children . 

Dh suggests we explain that ingredients say gelatine which is kosher and not gelatene which is 

animal fat said there is confusion. And the correct information is not been given to patients from 

others in the community . dr rehman said we will look into this as a practice . 

 

Patients have requested for very short clinics or drop in sessions to be put back on in a morning ? 

Dr rehamn explained why we do triage and that if we open all our appointments they would all be 

taken by 8.30 and nothing would be left . 

Breast feeding room  

Still on hold at the moment , patients asked if we could put a chair in the ladies ,  we decided we 

would follow this up at the next meeting . 

Mv said we don’t have enough information for patients who have alzimers or dementia  and 

domestic abuse jackie to sort out and get some more . 

Jackie to sort out an event board for main reception area with events that are in the area and held at 

the practice .  add to news letter . and social media .  

 


